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Abstract-A new large amicable pair 
(a, b) = (59554936495441481044788091271148664944796300859243635311219048448, 
59554936495441891385123332422108719776971992921810832072976105472) 
= (247 ~9288811670405087~145135534866431~ 313887523966328699903, 
247 .9288811670405087~45556233678753109045286896851222527) 
was found on 11 August 1993 at the University of York Computing Centre in England by using an 
analogue of Thabit’s well-known rule. Both a and b are 65digit integers. 
Keywords-Computational number theory, Amicable numbers, Thabit’s Rule, Analogue of Th& 
bit’s Rule. 
A pair of positive integers (a, b) is called an amicable pair, if the following condition holds 
rY(u) = a(b) = a + b, 0) 
where, for example, ~(a) is the sum of all the divisors (including 1 and a itself) of a. The first 
such pair (220,284) was known to Pythagoras about 2000 years ago, but the second smallest pair 
(1184, 1210) was not found until 1866 by a 16-year old Italian boy Nicolo Paganini. 
In the ninth century, Thabit ibn Kurrah, an Arabic mathematician introduced the following 
rule for generating amicable pairs: 
THEOREM 1. (Thabit’s Rule for Amicable Numbers) Let n be a positive integer. If 
{ 
p = 3.2+l - 1 
q=3.2n--1 (2) 
r=g.2+1_1 
are all primes, then 
(3) 
is an amicable pair. 
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For n = 2,4,7 this produces the following three amicable pairs 
{ 284 20= 22 . ~71 5 * 11 
{ 18416 729 = 24 . .23.47 1151
9363584 = 2? .191 .383 
9437056 = 2? .73727. 
Unfortunately, after that, Thabit’s rule seems to dry up and has not produced any other amicable 
pair, since p,q,r are not simultaneously prime for any other value of n, with 7 < n. 5 20000 
(see [l]). In an effort to overcome this difficulty, several authors have introduced variants of 
Thabit’s original method (see [1,2]); and in 1986 Borho and Hoffmann gave the following rule [3] 
for amicable numbers: 
THEOREM 2. (Analogue of Thabit’s Rule for Amicable Numbers) Let n be a positive number, 
and choose 0 < x < n such that with g = 2n-x + 1, the number 
p=2”.g-1 (4) 
is prime. Now further choose y, with 0 < y < n, such that 
i 
Q = 2y + (2n+l - 1) . g 
T = 2+-Y. g . q _ 1 
s = 2n-y+z . g2 . q - 1. 
(5) 
If p, q, r and s are all primes, then 
(6) 
is an amicable pair. 
Borho and Hoffmann investigated their rule for small values of the parameters and gave the 
example of n = 2, x = 1, y = 1 which corresponds to the pair 
a = 63020 = 22 a 23.5 .137 
b = 76084 = 22 .23 a827 
which was discovered by Leonhard Euler but without using the above Theorem 2. We have 
examined this rule for all values of n,z,y, with 2 2 n < 1000, 0 < x < n, 0 < y < n, and have 
found that n = 47, x = 42, y = 37 make the corresponding p, q, r, s all prime. This leads to the 
following new 65-digit amicable pair, 
(a, b) = (59554936495441481044788091271148664944796300859243635311219048448, 
59554936495441891385123332422108719776971992921810832072976105472) 
= (247 ~9288811670405087~145135534866431 .313887523966328699903, 
247~928881167O4O5O87~455562336787531O9O4528689685l222527). 
The computation and particularly the primality testing of the four numbers p, q, r, s were per- 
formed by using the Maple system on the Silicon Graphics R4D/340S machine at the University 
of York Computing Centre in England. 
The new 65-digit amicable pair is of type (2,l) and bigger than the pairs in [4]. Several authors 
have also found other large amicable pairs. For example, Borho and Battiato found fifteen odd 
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amicable pairs, not divisible by 3, in the 36-73 digit range [5]; te Riele discovered four amicable 
pairs with 32, 40, 81 and 152 digits [6] and fourteen amicable pairs in the 123-282 digit range [7]. 
According to [8], the largest known amicable pair has 1041 digits. It reads as follows: 
1 
a = 2g~5661346302015448219060051 2o .569.5039.1479911.30636732851 
. (5797874220719830725124352 - 566134630201544821906005120 - 1) 
b = 2g ~5661346302015448219060051 20~136527918704382506064301 
. (5531348900141215019827200~ 566134630201544821906005120 - 1). 
It was found by Holger Wiethaus in Germany around 1988 by using a method which goes back 
to [2]. We have checked the primality of the two big 520-digit integers 
579787422O71983O725124352~56613463O2O154482l9O6OO5l2o -1 
55313489OO141215O198272OO~56613463O2O154482l9O6OO5l2o -1 
by using a Maple system on the Silicon Graphics R4D/340S machine at the University of York 
Computing Centre. 
As pointed out by Herman J. J. te Riele in a private communication, it should be possible to 
construct many large new daughter pairs from our new 65-digit mother pair by using Lemma 1 
in [7]. We are currently working on this. 
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